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A study was undertaken to determine the feasibility of a 120-mm solution for future light artillery systems using existing U.S. 120-mm ammunition. By combining existing U.S. 120-mm mortar and tank ammunition, a complete direct and indirect firing solution is created without significant ammunition development costs. Improvements in lethality over 105-mm artillery ammunition as well as a reduction in weight, size, and logistics burden over 155-mm ammunition are further rationale for this study.

This study concluded that the maximum range achievable with existing mortar rounds was 10.9 km. By imposing ballistic restrictions of mortar rounds to the M830A1 high explosive antitank (HEAT) round, the fuzing will not arm. The only other available tank round is the M829A2 armor piercing projectile, which does not rely on fuzing. By imposing the same ballistic restrictions of mortar rounds to the M829A2, an almost 65% decrease in muzzle velocity will occur; severely restricting or even negating its effectiveness in defeating heavy armor targets.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This study was undertaken at the request of the Director of Combat Developments (DCD), Ft. Sill, Oklahoma to determine the feasibility of a U.S. 120-mm solution for future light artillery systems. By combining existing U.S. 120-mm mortar and tank ammunition, a complete direct and indirect fire solution is created without significant ammunition development costs. Improvements in lethality over 105-mm artillery ammunition as well as a reduction in weight, size, and logistics burden over 155-mm ammunition are further rationale for this study.

Currently, a U.S. 120-mm breech loaded mortar system does not exist. Foreign mortar systems available would not be compatible with U.S. tank ammunition. Therefore, this study assumes use of a modified M1A2 tank cannon. These modifications include altering chamber volume and projectile travel to maximize mortar round range and minimize weight of the cannon. To achieve this, a new propellant formulation is required. Compatibility between the mortar round and the tank cannon breech is maintained by mating the mortar round to a stub case.

Mortar rounds are limited by the maximum launch acceleration they will tolerate. In addition, mortar rounds are aerodynamically unstable at supersonic velocities. This study concluded that the theoretical maximum range achievable with an existing conventional mortar round was 10.9 km. Ranges in excess of 12 km may be possible with mortar rounds which incorporate rocket assist mechanisms, but these rounds are currently in early development stages.

By imposing ballistic restrictions of mortar rounds to the M830A1 high explosive (HE) antitank round, the fuzing will not arm. Altering propellant formulation specifically to increase tank round muzzle velocity and ensure fuze arming may effect chamber volume and create incompatibility between mortar and tank rounds. It should also be noted that imparting a higher impulse specifically to arm the tank round imposes additional forces on the firing platform. Invariably, weight and cube of the platform must be increased to counteract this condition, which runs counter to the lightweight theme of this study. The only other available tank round is the M829A2 (an armor piercing projectile), which does not rely on fuzing. By imposing the same ballistic restrictions to the M829A2, an almost 65% decrease in muzzle velocity will occur. This may severely restrict or even negate the M829A2’s effectiveness in defeating heavy armor targets.

INTRODUCTION

At the request of DCD, General Dynamics Armament Systems, Burlington, Vermont and the U.S. Army Armament, Research, Development and Engineering Center, Picatinny Arsenal, New Jersey jointly undertook this study to determine the feasibility of a 120-mm solution for future light artillery systems. The rationale for this choice was the obvious improvement in lethality over 105-mm artillery ammunition and a reduction in the weight, size, and logistics burden of 155-mm artillery ammunition. The 120-mm mortar and tank ammunition can theoretically be combined to create a complete 120-mm artillery ammunition suite at significantly lower cost than developing new ammunition from a clean sheet of paper. The existing 120-mm mortar ammunition suite includes HE, smoke, and illumination rounds. Developmental ammunition includes a rocket assisted dual purpose improved conventional munition (DPICM) as well as a laser guided round. While no direct fire mortar ammunition currently exists that can defeat armor targets, the 120-mm tank ammunition, specifically the high explosive antitank (HEAT) round and the armor piercing fin stabilized discarding sabot (APFSDS) round could be used for this purpose.
The intent of this document is to describe the engineering challenges associated with firing mortar and tank ammunition out of a single breech loaded cannon and determine the resulting performance characteristics.

TECHNICAL APPROACH

The use of tank and mortar rounds in the same cannon creates a dichotomy with respect to operating environments. Tank rounds are designed for extremely high muzzle velocities due to their flat trajectory, direct fire role. Mortar rounds are designed for relatively low muzzle velocities and rely on a ballistic trajectory for the indirect fire role. Firing mortar rounds at tank round muzzle velocities results in unstable flight and subsequently unacceptable large targeting errors. Firing tank rounds at mortar round velocities results in dud rounds due to failure of the fuzing to arm.

For purposes of this study, mortar round limitations were the most technically challenging. Therefore, the first task is to optimize the cannon chamber and length to achieve maximum range of the mortar round while minimizing overall cannon length. This will require a propellant formulation specifically tailored to this application. Furthermore, to minimize development costs, the envisioned breech loaded system will rely on the existing U.S. 120-mm tank breech assembly. This constraint necessitates encasing the mortar round in a stub case much like the current tank round is configured. A method to ensure proper ignition of the mortar round when firing an electrically actuated tank round stub case bayonet primer is presented. Finally, to maintain a multiple zone capability without resorting to disassembling the complete round, a single charge solution is investigated, which relies on high angle firing to achieve minimum range.

The next task becomes determining if cannon chamber length and propellant formulation optimized for a mortar round in the indirect fire role will be sufficient to arm the tank round in the direct fire role.

To minimize development costs, it will be assumed that internal dimensions of the cannon envisioned for this feasibility study will be identical to the standard M256 smooth bore tank cannon. This constraint necessitates a compatibility study of the mortar round in the tank bore and an assessment of the effectiveness of obturation and in-bore flight dynamics. This is addressed later in this report. In addition, to minimize weight and optimize the tube for the mortar round, its length will be shortened. It is also anticipated that the cannon wall thickness would be reduced to save weight due to reduced internal pressures; however, no analysis of this phenomenon was undertaken in this study. A risk assessment in chart format was also created to summarize issues associated with firing 120-mm mortar and tank ammunition out of a single cannon.

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

Mortar Round Velocity Limitations

Maximum velocity of a mortar round can be obtained by determining its pitching moment coefficient. The pitching moment coefficient is the aerodynamic overturning coefficient, which indicates whether the projectile is stable or not for a given velocity. A negative coefficient indicates stability, and a positive coefficient indicates instability. As shown in figure 1, the M934 120-mm mortar round can achieve stable flight up to approximately Mach 2 (680 m/s).
Figure 1
Pitching moment versus Mach number of M934 mortar round

While maximum velocity for the M934 round is roughly Mach 2, a lower threshold velocity limit exists during launch. All rounds exhibit off-axis motion as they leave the muzzle, which contributes to dispersion at target. A measure of the flight sensitivity to this dispersion is jump sensitivity. As shown in figure 2, jump sensitivity for the M934 increases rapidly when launch velocity exceeds 600 m/s, indicating a limitation for accurate projectile flight. Launch velocities at Mach 2 yield exceptionally poor dispersion, about 2 mils/rad/sec at maximum range. At 600 m/s, the dispersion is reduced to about 0.381 mils/rad/sec.

Stability and dispersion are technical limits, which may be overcome with a new fin arrangement. Modification to the mortar tail boom to add deployable (pop-out) fins that extend beyond the projectile body diameter will yield improved aerodynamics. The result will be an increase in maximum velocity with improved stability; thus slightly more range is theoretically possible. As a minimum, since the mortar round tail boom will have to be modified to integrate with a breech loaded-electrically primed tank cannon (discussed later), fin configuration should be optimized to reduce jump sensitivity at high launch velocities.
Figure 2
Jump sensitivity versus launch velocity of M934 mortar round

It should be noted that the developmental XM984 DPICM extended range mortar round offers a radical approach to maintain maximum velocity during flight. The round incorporates a post-launch tractor type (pull) rocket motor in addition to deployable fins, which create a mortar round with a theoretical maximum range of 12 km from a standard mortar tube (fig. 3). Assuming this round is fired from a longer tube at maximum mortar round muzzle velocity, range will theoretically increase beyond 12 km. This round is currently scheduled to begin engineering development in FY07; however, if user interest and financial commitment is increased, this round could be available in an earlier timeframe. It is this type of technology that will be required to obtain significant range increases from mortar type rounds.
Standard Mortar Round Maximum Range

By limiting the mortar round to peak pressures and accelerations generated in the current U.S. M298 120-mm mortar tube and operating with standard mortar propellant, muzzle velocities of 600 m/s and higher will be difficult to achieve, requiring an unreasonably long tube to substantially increase muzzle velocity. This is due to the fact that in a standard mortar system, propellant masses are intentionally kept small to reduce muzzle blast and minimize health hazards to the gun crew. A low muzzle pressure from a short tube indicates there isn't much energy to take advantage of with a lengthened tube. Figure 4 illustrates this point. Assuming a 111 MPa (16,100 psi) peak chamber pressure and 7,500 to 8,000 g peak acceleration, a muzzle velocity of 500 m/s is achieved from a 300 cm (118 in.) long tube, while an 800 cm (315 in.) tube is required to achieve 600 m/s. Converting muzzle velocity to theoretical maximum range yields a range versus in-bore travel relationship (fig. 5). It should be noted that the tube length required to achieve 600 m/s using standard mortar propellant increments is over 127 cm (50 in.) greater than the cannon length of the M198 towed howitzer.
Figure 4
M934 mortar round muzzle velocity versus in-bore travel

Figure 5
Maximum impact range versus in-bore travel of M934 mortar round
Figure 6 validates the aerodynamic limitations inherent in a mortar round. Neglecting accuracy, figure 6 indicates only a negligible increase in range for a large increase in muzzle velocity when velocities are above Mach 2 (680 m/s). This is due to a rapid increase in drag coefficient, since mortar rounds are designed for subsonic flight. It is interesting to note that at approximately 700 m/s, the actual range falls off from the idealized case. This is due to a large yaw that develops shortly after launch due to jump sensitivity as described previously.

![M934 Impact Range vs. Muzzle Velocity](image)

**Figure 6**
Maximum impact range versus muzzle velocity of M934 mortar round

It has been demonstrated that by limiting the mortar rounds to peak pressures and accelerations generated in the M298 mortar tube and operating with standard mortar propellant, significant range restraints are unavoidable. For example, to achieve a 10-km range, a reasonable length 425-cm (167-in.) tube will suffice. If more range is required, in-bore travel can be increased to realize a small improvement.

The approach taken for the remainder of this study is to use the basic mortar round as is and incorporate a tank-like propellant charge with a 120-mm combustible case derivative. Traditionally, tank cannons incorporate a large chamber volume to accommodate the propellant energy needed for high muzzle velocities. It is possible to develop a slower burning propellant charge that would allow the use of a larger propellant mass while maintaining the same maximum peak pressure limitations imposed on the mortar projectile. A large charge and chamber volume can also be used to optimize (reduce) cannon length.

An interior ballistics model (ref. 1) was used to simulate firing an M934 mortar round from cannons with a 3,300-cm³ (201-c.i.) chamber volume/425-cm (167-in.) in-bore travel and a 7,000-cm³ (427-c.i.) chamber volume/270-cm (106-in.) in-bore travel. The propellant used for this simulation was the modified M30, 7-perf with a web of 0.84 mm. The ballistic simulation was run with known burn rate characteristics until all the propellant was consumed in the desired travel without exceeding the 110 MPa (15,958 psi) peak chamber pressure. Exit pressure is slightly less than 53 MPa (7,650 psi), and the total impulse from firing is about 11,000 n-sec (2,500 lb-sec). The propellant characteristics are listed next:
The pressure time histories for each cannon configuration are shown in figure 7. Note the larger area, i.e., impulse available under the curve with the larger chamber, shorter barrel. This is the configuration considered optimal for a mortar round to achieve maximum range in a reasonably sized ordnance package.

![M934 Pressure vs Time History](image)

Figure 7
Pressure versus time history for optimized 120-mm cannons

Muzzle velocity versus in-bore travel for the optimized cannon (fig. 8) demonstrates that 270 cm (106 in.) of in-bore travel of the M934 mortar round generates a maximum muzzle velocity of 600 m/s. This results in the previously established 10.9 km maximum range (fig. 6). Of note is the previously mentioned projectile exit pressure of slightly less than 53 MPa (7,650 psi) and its effect on crew safety. Overpressure effects are significantly less than the current M198 155-mm towed howitzer, which produces 75 MPa (11,000 psi) of muzzle pressure (ref. 2).
To realize another incremental improvement, the mortar round can be modified to allow higher launch accelerations. This would allow a larger charge, smaller chamber, and most importantly shorter tube solution to drive down weight and cubic volume of the armament system. This approach, however, requires a mortar round development program, which defeats the original intent of this study.

**Mortar Round Setback Acceleration Limitations**

The peak in-bore pressure during maximum impulse firing in a standard 120-mm mortar system is about 110 MPa (15,958 psi). This results in approximately 7,500 to 8,000 g's applied to the round. The 120-mm mortar round has very little margin on setback acceleration. It is not a structural issue, but the amount of setback the explosive fill can tolerate. In a traditional artillery HE projectile, the base of the HE cavity inside the projectile is very nearly flat, so that the compressive loading on the explosive during setback is not concentrated towards any single spot. In the 120-mm mortar round, the base of the HE cavity is hemispherical. Modeling of the dynamics of the explosive during firing (ref. 3) shows analytically that it shifts during firing, potentially causing two problems: (1) adiabatic compression of any bubbles or gaps in the explosive, which generates heat and can potentially cause an in-bore initiation and (2) friction between the explosive and the shell body as the explosive sets back into the hemispherical cavity seat, which may cause an in-bore initiation.

These issues could be addressed by compartmentalizing the fill volume into two separate chambers. This approach minimizes compressive effects by reducing propellant stacking effects. These compartments may also be further modified so that they are almost cone shaped in the direction of force to further minimize the compressive load effect. These modifications will yield a mortar round that can tolerate significantly higher launch accelerations, albeit with less explosive per round. This approach will require essentially a new round development program, which again defeats the original intent of this study.
Propelling Charge Zoning Solutions

While maximum range has been the focus of this report, minimum range requirements must be established. For purposes of this report, a 2.7 km minimum range is chosen. It has previously been established that a greater volume of propellant would be required than a standard mortar system to maximize range and that the mortar round must somehow be fitted to the 120-mm tank round stub case for breech loading. With these assumptions in place, it is further assumed that the mortar round will consist of a fixed propellant fill and be crimped to the case, which will preclude traditional zoning. Therefore, the issue of minimum range is merely one of selecting the correct elevation.

Several zoning options are identified (ref. 4), which would normally be established by the Qualitative Materiel Requirement (QMR) written by the Combat Developer. The QMR typically establishes four parameters:

- Either a maximum range or muzzle velocity
- Minimum range
- Either a high or low elevation criterion or mask criteria
- Amount of range overlay

For purposes of this study, a maximum range was pre-established given technical limitations of a standard mortar round. Therefore, using 10.9 km as a reasonable maximum range for the M934 mortar round in its current configuration, and a minimum range of 2.7 km, the range overlap requirement can be determined. A low elevation criteria is usually selected for direct fire weapons, while a high elevation or mask criterion is usually selected for indirect fire weapons. A mask criterion is selected if a particular barrier (telephone poles, trees, etc.) has to be safely cleared by artillery projectiles. For range overlap, 10% is a typical number. Reference 4 establishes zoning using a graphical method, which is shown in figure 9 for a 120-mm M984 mortar round. Figure 9 establishes 1,245 mils (70 deg) as the maximum elevation angle for the optimized (7,000 cm$^3$/270 cm projectile travel) cannon. For this example, at least four zones are required. However, if the maximum elevation is increased, the minimum range for each zone is decreased, allowing the overlap requirement to be met with fewer zones.
For the same cannon configuration, if the maximum quadrant elevation (QE) is increased to 1,500 mils (84 deg) and the overlap is increased to 1 km, only one zoning solution is required (fig. 10). A constant 1-km overlap instead of the standard 10% appears practical, particularly at shorter ranges where a 10% overlap becomes very small. It can be seen that for this configuration overlap requirements are exceeded with a single charge zone, whether the requirement is for 10% or 1 km overlap.
Tank Round Fuze Arming

The M830A1 tank projectile operates in both a ground mode (point detonating) and air (proximity) mode. The air mode is advantageous in direct fire to defeat helicopters and soft targets. To achieve this dual mode capability, the M830A1 incorporates a proximity sensor in the nose spike as well as a base fuze (M774), which ultimately detonates the warhead. Four events must occur during launch to make full use of this round. Outside stimulus (acceleration/deceleration) is required to initiate each event. Power for the proximity sensor is provided by a thermal battery, which is setback initiated. To activate the thermal battery, 30,000 g's are required (ref. 5). The firing train on the M774 base fuze is also setback activated, which is the first safety for this round. To activate the mechanism, 7,000 g's are required (ref. 5). The second safety is initiated by sensing deceleration at exit from the cannon. A minimum of -10 g's is required to activate the second safety (ref. 5). Power to detonate the warhead is generated within the fuze by moving a magnet through a coil and storing the energy in a capacitor. A shear disk must be broken to initiate movement of the magnet. An absolute minimum of 13,000 to 14,000 g's is required to shear the disk and initiate magnet movement (ref. 5).

Tank Round Ballistic Performance

The M830A1 projectile has no minimum stable flight velocity. Aeroballistic spark range tests show positive static margin to very low Mach numbers. With the charge, chamber, and shot travel calculated in the Standard Mortar Round Maximum Range section, a comparison of the interior ballistics performance of the M934 mortar round and the M830A1 tank round is shown in figure 11. Since the M830A1 is lighter than the M934, lower pressures result from the same propelling charge, but muzzle velocities are closely matched (fig. 12).
The expected muzzle velocity of the M830A1 from this optimized cannon is approximately 625 m/s at 21°C. The expected impulse is just under 10,000 n-sec (2,250 lb-sec). While the M830A1 is capable of stable flight at these relatively low velocities, it is designed for muzzle velocities of approximately 1,400 m/s at 21°C. Realistically, the sabot will likely require redesign so that it will strip at the lower combustion pressure, acceleration, and muzzle velocity.

Mortar and Tank Round Fuze Incompatibility

The M734A1 multi-option mortar fuze’s first safety initiates at roughly 400 g’s setback (ref. 6). The M734A1’s second safety occurs after 1,056 turns of a turbine alternator being spun in the air stream (ref. 6). This feasibility analysis thus far has built a charge/cannon system specifically tailored to limitations of the mortar round. As a result, the operating environment for the tank round is much less severe. For example, applying the interior ballistic conditions described previously, a setback acceleration is 8,751 g’s for the M830A1 tank round is expected (ref. 1). This is insufficient to activate the proximity sensors’ thermal battery (30,000 g’s required). It is also an insufficient g level to fail the shear disk, which is required to generate power to detonate the warhead (13,000 to 14,000 g’s required). The interior ballistic conditions also result in a barrel exit deceleration of 10.4 g’s for the M830A1, giving little margin on the 10 g secondary safety fuze arming requirement.

Increasing barrel length by 30 cm to 300 cm results in a maximum muzzle velocity of 650 m/s for the M830A1 round and 625 m/s for the M934 projectile (refs. 1 and 3). This alteration increases barrel exit deceleration of the M830A1 to 11 g’s, providing a 10% margin over the 10 g arming requirement while minimally increasing jump sensitivity of the M934 mortar round. However, it is insufficient to fail the shear disk or activate the proximity sensors’ thermal battery.
Three additional options are possible to force the M830A1 tank round to function without resorting to increased cannon length. First, a higher impulse charge could be applied only to the tank round to assure an all arm condition. This would have the benefit of reducing time of flight and aid in obtaining a flatter trajectory to target. Conversely, this course of action will negatively impact weapon stability. The high direct fire impulse will cause the recoil, spade, and carriage design to be altered to manage the increased energy. This in turn will ultimately drive the weight and cube of the weapon system upward, which is undesirable. A compromise condition may exist for this option. By eliminating the proximity or air mode of this round, maximum setback g levels could be reduced from 30,000 g's to 13,000 to 14,000 g's, reducing direct fire impulse. This would assist in reducing weight and cube penalties. A second alternative would be to design a new fuze for the mortar projectile for use in direct fire applications, eliminating the need for the tank round. Third, the tank round fuze could be redesigned to reduce the setback acceleration and flight deceleration required for arming. Either a new fuze or redesigned fuze would require significant development funding and incur costs associated with re-qualifying the round.

The only alternative from a cost and schedule perspective may be to eliminate the requirement for firing the M830A1 tank round entirely and instead rely on the M829A2, APFSDS round for the direct fire mode, since this round has no fuzing requirement. Firing this round at almost 65% less than its intended muzzle velocity of 1,680 m/s (ref. 7) may severely restrict or even negate its effectiveness in defeating heavy armor targets.

Integrating Mortar Projectile with Cased Charge

Ignition of a mortar round is based on percussion ignition (firing pin) while the tank round is electrically ignited. Currently, a U.S. 120-mm breech loaded mortar does not exist. A foreign breech loaded 120-mm mortar (Royal Ordnance) relies on a percussion-type ignition system and screw block breech, which is not compatible with the tank round. Therefore, in the interest of minimizing cost and risk it would be expedient to adapt the mortar round to operate with the tank breech/ignition system. The mortar round's primer and benite booster is integral with the tail boom (fig. 13). Since it is anticipated that a new tail boom assembly will probably be required (discussed previously) to minimize jump sensitivity and maximize range, this tail boom could be modified to adapt to the bayonet primer arrangement found on the tank round stub case.
One approach to achieve compatibility between the mortar round and bayonet primer would be to slide the mortar trail assembly (minus primer and booster components) over the bayonet primer. A review of this approach was undertaken using representative tank and mortar rounds (the M829A2 APFSDS-tracer primer body drawings and M933 120-mm HE mortar projectile fin tube drawings). It was determined that axial spacing of the bayonet primer holes is 90 deg, while spacing of the mortar round flash holes is 45 deg. In addition, axial spacing of the tank and mortar round flash holes are different (fig. 13). Conceivably, misalignment of the respective hole patterns could create an over-pressure condition within the bayonet primer. To ensure proper ignition some form of timing and re-indexing of hole patterns would be required to ensure initial alignment of the holes. Depending on duration of primer burnout either short or long slots could be used on one of the aforementioned components to relieve a potential overpressure condition. One possible approach is shown in figure 14.
Compatibility of Mortar and Tank Rounds with Tank Cannon Bore

Table 1 is a compilation of selected interface dimensions obtained from various technical data packages. The table indicates that a mortar round can be fired from a tank cannon without interference. Therefore, no modifications to the ID of the existing M256 tank cannon are anticipated. This ensures the tank round will ride the bore as originally designed. It is further noted that the existing mortar obturator is a tighter fit in the tank cannon bore. Intrinsically, it could be surmised that dispersion due to jump sensitivity may be improved, and would result in a more accurate mortar round fired from this system. Actual live fire testing would need to be undertaken to validate this assumption.
Table 1
Mortar and tank ammunition and cannon tube compatibility data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Body OD (mm)</th>
<th>Obturator OD (mm)</th>
<th>Front Bore Rider OD (mm)</th>
<th>Rear Bore Rider OD (mm)</th>
<th>Tube ID (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>M933 120mm Mortar Projectile</strong></td>
<td>119.65 max</td>
<td>119.1 max</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>M829 APFSDS-T Tank Projectile</strong></td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>122.57</td>
<td>119.74-.13</td>
<td>119.79 max</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>M865 TPCSDS-T Tank Projectile</strong></td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>121.1 max</td>
<td>119.83 max</td>
<td>119.9-.2</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NATO STANAG 4385 Appendix C-2 for 120mm Tank Ammo</strong></td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>119.65 to 119.83</td>
<td>119.65 to 119.83</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>M120 120mm Mortar Tube</strong></td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>120.58+.063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>M256 120mm Tank Tube</strong></td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>119.95+.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Obturation and Bore Rider**

As shown in table 1, the M120 mortar tube has a larger inside diameter than the M256 tank tube. This configuration permits air to escape when the mortar round is dropped into the mortar tube. As stated in the previous section, testing is required to determine if the mortar round requires an improved obturator. However, if the pressures increase greatly and/or it is required to alter the mortar projectile to allow rear and forward bore riders, the issue becomes more complicated. Without sufficient obturation in the longer tube, the mortar rounds are heavy enough that the shot start pressure may be affected by a wide range of elevation angles, impacting the repeatability of the round. Additional study of this condition should be undertaken.

In a tank round, the sabot (for the M829A2 APFSDS round as an example) has two bore riding surfaces, at the front and towards the rear of the sabot, in order to control in-bore balloting. The mortar round is supported in-bore by the obturator and the edges of the tail fins. This is sufficient for a mortar system since the round is fired at a high angle of attack. The mortar round may not have sufficient control in a low angle tube to get a good, repeatable launch and may move around in a tank bore. This can be solved with sabots, but then a larger diameter tube or a smaller projectile will be required. It is especially critical to have positive in-bore control if the round is to be flown at the limit of high jump sensitivity as described previously.
RISK ASSESSMENT

An assessment of the risk elements mitigation plan, and severity of risk and cost is shown in table 2.

Table 2
Mortar and tank round/cannon tube compatibility data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Mitigation Plan</th>
<th>Risk</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4) Mortar obturator may not be suitable for range/accuracy. Bore rider may be required to stabilize low QE in-bore travel.</td>
<td>a. Modify mortar body to fit new obturator/forward bore rider, mod. Tail section to add rear bore rider. b. Leave mortar projectile as is.</td>
<td>a. Hi b. Me</td>
<td>a. Hi b. Low</td>
<td>a. Significant projectile mods, new tail assembly, and projectile requalification. b. Test bore wear and accuracy.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CONCLUSIONS

Mortar rounds become unstable at muzzle velocities in excess of Mach 2 (680 m/s) due to their aerodynamic shape. Additionally, at muzzle velocities in excess of 600 m/s, mortar rounds exhibit a sharp increase in jump sensitivity or tip off angle at muzzle exit. This characteristic causes unacceptably large dispersion at target. Therefore, maximum range and reliable ballistic flight with minimal dispersion will occur when muzzle velocities do not exceed 600 m/s. If existing mortar propellant is used for a given chamber volume, cannon length would be the only variable available to apply the requisite velocity. Theoretical projections indicate in excess of 800 cm (315 in.) of in-bore travel would be required to achieve 600 m/s. This is unrealistic and necessitates a different propellant formulation to reduce cannon length. This can be achieved with a modified M30, 7-perf propellant and results in 270 cm (106 in.) of in-bore travel. The predicted maximum range would then be 10.9 km. Slightly more range could be achieved using a revised tail boom with larger deployable...
fins, but the round would have to be re-qualified for use and is not considered for use and is not considered cost or risk effective. To achieve additional range (in excess of 12 km) the XM984 dual purpose improved conventional munition (DPICM) mortar round approach (post-launch rocket motor and deployable fins), could be considered, but this round is still in development and as such has high cost and technical risks. Realistically, existing 120-mm mortar ammunition can only achieve maximum ranges of 10.9 km.

Applying ballistic constraints determined for the mortar round (charge, chamber, and projectile travel) to the M830A1 tank cartridge results in insufficient setback and deceleration to arm the fuze. Four options are possible. First, the tank fuze can be redesigned specifically for this application; i.e., to arm at lower decelerations. This would involve re-qualifying the round with attendant high cost and technical risk. Second, a dedicated charge for the tank round, which will arm it within the constraints of previously determined in-bore travel could be created. This requires a separate propellant solution than previously established for the mortar round. While this approach solves the arming issue of the tank round, it must be noted that high impulse applied in direct fire maximizes firing platform destabilizing moments. Increasing weight and cubic volume of the launch platform must occur to counteract these moments. While this is undesirable, technical risk and cost are considered to be medium. Third, a direct fire fuze can be designed for the mortar round to obviate the need for the tank round. While this is technically possible, mortar round accuracy and warhead performance in direct fire may not meet current artillery requirements. Regardless, the result will be re-qualification of the round with attendant high cost and technical risk. Fourth, the mortar round can be redesigned to accept larger setback accelerations than its current limitation of 8,000 g's. This solution also carries a high schedule and cost risk since the explosive cavity will have to be redesigned. Ultimately, this approach will result in less explosive delivered to the target which is undesirable.

The only alternative from a cost and schedule perspective may be to eliminate the requirement for firing the M830A1 tank round entirely and instead rely on the M829A2 armor piercing fin stabilized discarding sabot (APFSDS) round for the direct fire mode, since this round has no fuzing requirement. Firing this round at almost 65% less than its intended muzzle velocity of 1,680 m/s may severely restrict or even negate it effectiveness in defeating heavy targets, however.

The most expedient method to initiate combustion of the cased charge on the mortar round is to use the existing tank round's bayonet primer and electrical initiation approach, thereby eliminating the need for re-design and/or reconfiguration of the traditional tank breech mechanism. However, sliding the mortar round tail assembly onto the tank round bayonet primer will result in potential flame hole alignment mismatch. A redesign of the screw-on mortar tail assembly and tank round bayonet primer to assure consistent alignment and combustion initiation will be required. Traditionally, the mortar round functions with a loose fit between the obturator and the bore. It is expected that the smaller tank barrel bore diameter will improve in-bore travel characteristics of the round due to reduced combustion gas blow-by. This condition offers the potential for more consistent flight characteristics, particularly at low quadrant elevations. In addition, reduced in-bore balloting of the round may result in improved flight characteristics at all elevations due to the potential for less damage to the bore riding aluminum fins. Maintaining the mortar round geometry in its current state and performing testing to determine performance characteristics appears to be the lowest risk, lowest cost approach. A higher risk, higher cost back-up option would entail modification of the projectile body to accommodate an improved obturator and forward bore rider. Modification of the tail boom to include a rear bore rider may also be required, but only if range and accuracy are unacceptable.
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